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The nearest point problem (NPP), i.e., ﬁnding the closest points between two disjoint convex hulls, has
two classical solutions, the Gilbert–Schlesinger–Kozinec (GSK) and Mitchell–Dem’yanov–Malozemov
(MDM) algorithms. When the convex hulls do intersect, NPP has to be stated in terms of reduced convex
hulls (RCHs), made up of convex pattern combinations whose coefﬁcients are bound by a m o 1 value
and that are disjoint for suitable m. The GSK and MDM methods have recently been extended to solve
NPP for RCHs using the particular structure of the extreme points of a RCH. While effective, their
reliance on extreme points may make them computationally costly, particularly when applied in a
kernel setting. In this work we propose an alternative clipped extension of classical MDM that results in
a simpler algorithm with the same classiﬁcation accuracy than that of the extensions already
mentioned, but also with a much faster numerical convergence.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a linearly separable two class sample S ¼ fðXi ,yi Þ :
yi ¼ 71,1 ri r Ng, the nearest point problem (NPP) is to ﬁnd
the two nearest points in the convex hulls CðS 7 Þ of the positive
S þ ¼ fXi : yi ¼ 1g and negative S  ¼ fXi : yi ¼ 1g subsamples.
Since the difference W ¼ W +  W  between two points
P
W þ A CðS þ Þ and W A CðS  Þ can be written as W ¼ N
1 ai yi Xi ,
P
P
with yi ¼ 1 ai ¼ yj ¼ 1 aj ¼ 1, NPP can be formulated as
min
s:t:

1
1X
JW þ W J2 ¼
aayyX X
2
2 i,j i j i j i j
0 r ai r 1,

X

X

i

i

ai yi ¼ 0,

ai ¼ 2:

ð1Þ

When the sample is not linearly separable the convex hulls do
intersect and the relevant problem is then to ﬁnd the nearest
points between the mreduced convex hulls (mRCH), i.e.,
(
Cm ðS 7 Þ ¼

X

yi ¼ 7 1

ai Xi :

X

ai ¼ 1,0 r ai r mg

i
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for an appropriate m that makes disjoint the corresponding hulls
and such that 1=n r m o 1 with n ¼ minfN þ ,N g, N 7 ¼ jS 7 j;
observe that unless the barycenters of the S 7 subsets coincide,
the reduced hulls Cm ðS 7 Þ are disjoint for some m. We will call this
problem mNPP and, as done before, we can now formulate it as
min

1X
aayyX X
2 i,j i j i j i j

s:t: 0 r ai r m,

X

X

i

i

ai yi ¼ 0,

ai ¼ 2:

ð2Þ

When the second class reduces to a single point, that we may
assume to be 0, NPP becomes the minimum norm problem (MNP),
as its solution is the point in CðSÞ closest to the origin. Similarly,
mNPP becomes mMNP as now the solution is the point in Cm ðSÞ
closest to 0.
There are two classical procedures to solve MNP, namely the
Gilbert–Schlesinger–Kozinec (GSK; see [1,2]) algorithm and the
Mitchell–Dem’yanov–Malozemov (MDM; see [3]) algorithm.
While sometimes discussed as different methods, the algorithms
of Gilbert on the one hand and Schlesinger–Kozinec on the other,
essentially coincide and we will make no distinctions between
them. GSK iteratively updates the current vector W as
Wu ¼ ð1lÞW þ lXL with XL such that W  XL r W  Xi for any other
vector in S. The rationale for this is provided by the bound
W  XL =JWJ r JW  J r JWJ, with W* being the solution, for it can
be shown [2] that the GSK update decreases the difference
JWJ2 W  XL . The MDM updates are Wu ¼ W þ lðXL XU Þ with XL as
before and XU such that W  XU Z W  Xi for all i for which ai 4 0;
we have now W  XL r JWJ2 rW  XU , and it can be shown [3] that
the MDM updates decrease W  XU W  XL . It is well known [4]
that, in practice, MDM has a faster convergence than GSK.
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The classical GSK and MDM algorithms can be easily extended
to NPP ([2,4]; see also Section 2), but the situation for mNPP or
even mMNP is more complicated. To begin with, the previous
updates no longer guarantee that Wu be in Cm ðSÞ even if W is. The
most natural path to follow is to observe that the previous XL and
XU choices are extreme points of the sample’s convex hulls and to
replace them in a RCH setting with extreme points of the reduced
hulls. Taking advantage of the concrete structure of these extreme
points, Mavroforakis et al. [5] and Tao et al. [6] have recently
proposed for GSK to replace XL by
X^ ¼ m

K
X

Xik þ sXiK þ 1 ,

2. The GSK and MDM algorithms for NPP
In this section we will brieﬂy review the standard GSK and
MDM algorithms, deriving them using a viewpoint alternative to
those usually found in the literature and that may be of interest
on its own. In our experiments we shall work with kernel versions
of both algorithms; thus, we also discuss brieﬂy how to kernelize
them and the resulting complexity. There are several good
expositions on both algorithms in the literature; for more details
on them we refer to [2,5,6] for GSK and to [3,4,11] for MDM.
2.1. The GSK algorithm

k¼1

where we have K ¼ b1=mc, s ¼ 1K m and Xik , 1r k rK þ 1, are the
sample patterns with smallest W  Xj values. This guarantees that
X^ is an extreme point of Cm ðSÞ such that W  X^ r W  Z for any
other extreme point Z and, moreover, Wu ¼ ð1lÞW þ lX^ A Cm ðSÞ if
W is already there.
To extend MDM to mMNP, Tao et al. [7] propose the updates
Wu ¼ W þ lðX^ XU Þ with X^ as in extended GSK and XU as in
standard MDM. Under some extra conditions it also turns out that
Wu A Cm ðSÞ if we already have W A Cm ðSÞ.
While effectively solving mNNP, these procedures have a clear
drawback when applied in a kernel setting as they require K+1 dot
products (and, hence, kernel operations) per pattern for the GSK
extension and K+2 products for the MDM one. This may become
quite costly even when the kernel operations can be cached. An
alternative viewpoint is suggested by the relationship between
mNPP and linear penalty support vector machine (SVM) training
[8,9], which in turn builds upon the relationship between NPP and
hard-margin SVM training [8,10]. In fact, the dual SVM problem must
P
deal with vectors W ¼ i ai yi Xi subject to restrictions 0 r ai r C for
some penalty factor C and the standard SMO algorithm for SVM
training simply clips adequately the updated aui coefﬁcients so that
these bounds hold. This suggests to extend to mNPP the basic GSK
and MDM algorithms for NPP by also clipping the updated coefﬁcients so that we still have 0 r aui r m. Notice that this procedure
reduces the dot products required for cache maintenance to just one
per pattern for GSK and two for MDM. However, and as we shall see,
this does not work for clipped GSK, as the procedure may get stuck at
a vector W far away from the optimal W*. On the other hand, we will
prove that the clipped MDM algorithm we propose will not suffer
from such a problem and, as our experiments will illustrate, it does
indeed converge to optimal vectors at a much lower computational
cost than needed for the other GSK and MDM extensions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
brieﬂy recall the GSK and MDM algorithms for standard NPP using a
new viewpoint; while the algorithms are already known, our
alternative presentation establishes the basic facts for our subsequent proposals and may also have an interest of its own, as it gives
a compact and slightly alternative treatment of the basic algorithms.
In Section 3 we brieﬂy recall the GSK extension to mNPP by
Mavroforakis et al. and the MDM one by Tao et al., considering also
their complexity and pointing out some difﬁculties that may arise
with the latter. We present our clipped algorithms in Section 4,
giving their details in its ﬁrst subsection and provide in Section 4.2
an example showing how clipped GSK may get stuck far away from
an optimal weight but arguing that this will not be the case for
clipped MDM. In Section 4.3 we brieﬂy recall how mNPP can be
cast as the dual problem of a certain primal one and derive from its
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions an optimality criterion for
mNPP which we use to show that our clipped MDM procedure will
not get stuck at a non-optimal vector W. Section 5 describes some
numerical experiments that conﬁrm our previous analysis. The
paper ends with a brief discussion.

The standard GSK algorithm [2] uses a single pattern XL to
update one of the components W 7 of the current weight vector
W ¼ W +  W  to a new one Wu 7 ¼ ð1lÞW 7 þ lXL , where XL is
in the same hull of the W 7 vector being updated. To simplify the
notation we will write Wy to indicate W + when y¼1 and W 
when y¼  1. Then it is easy to see that the new W vector can be
written as Wu ¼ W þ lyL ðXL WyL Þ ¼ W þ lyL ZL , with ZL ¼ XL WyL .
For instance, if XL A S  , yL ¼  1 and we update W  as
Wu ¼ ð1lÞW þ lXL , we have then
Wu ¼ W þ Wu ¼ W þ ð1lÞW lXL ¼ W þ W lðXL W Þ
¼ WlðXL WyL Þ ¼ W þ lyL ðXL WyL Þ ¼ W þ lyL ZL ;
a similar argument can be used if XL A S þ .
Keeping in mind that we want to solve NPP, a natural way to
select the index L is to choose it so that the decrease in JWuJ2 is
largest. Notice that JWuJ2 is a function

FðlÞ ¼ JW þ lyL ZL J2 ¼ JWJ2 þ2lyL W  ZL þ l2 JZL J2
of the dilation factor l. Now, since FuðlÞ ¼ 2ðyL W  ZL þ lJZL J2 Þ, ZL
will give a descent direction provided we have Fuð0Þ ¼
2yL W  ZL ¼ 2yL W  ðXL WyL Þ o 0; that is, provided yL W  XL o
yL W  WyL . If this is the case, the l value that minimizes F is
obtained solving FuðlÞ ¼ 0 and is given by

l¼

yL W  ZL
JZL J2

¼ yL

DL
JZL J2

,

ð3Þ

where we write Dj ¼ W  ðXj Wyj Þ; notice that l 40 if ZL is a
descent direction. Then, the norm JWuJ2 ¼ FðlÞ of the updated
vector becomes

FðlÞ ¼ JWJ2 2

ðyL W  ZL Þ2
JZL J

2

þ

ðyL W  ZL Þ2
JZL J

2

¼ JWJ2 

D2L
JZL J2

,

ð4Þ

and if we ignore the JZL J2 denominator, an approximately
maximum decrease in JWuJ2 will be obtained if we take jDL j as
large as possible. Since we want yL DL o0 to hold so that we have a
descent direction, we also have to make sure that DL o0 if yL ¼ 1
and that DL 40 if yL ¼  1. We can achieve this if we select ﬁrst
L þ ¼ argminfW  Xj : yj ¼ 1g,

L ¼ argmaxfW  Xj : yj ¼ 1g,

compute then DL þ ¼ W  ðXL þ W þ Þ and DL ¼ W  ðXL W Þ, and
select ﬁnally L ¼ L + if jDL þ j 4 DL and L¼ L  otherwise; as we
shall argue in Section 4.3, jDL j 40 will hold at any non-optimal W.
In any case, notice that, in order to have a convex combination, we


have to take the optimum l as l ¼ minð1, lÞ, with l given by (3)
and the new coefﬁcients of Wu are

aui ¼ ð1l Þai þ l diL if yi ¼ yL ; aui ¼ ai otherwise,
with djk denoting Kronecker’s delta.
To obtain a kernel version of the preceding, we observe that
the previous computations can be expressed in terms of dot
products. In fact, let us introduce as in [2,5] the following
notation: A ¼ W þ  W þ , B ¼ W  W , C ¼ W þ  W , Dj ¼ W þ  Xj ,
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and Ej ¼ W  Xj , 1 rj rN. We can clearly compute the L 7 indices
from the W  Xj ¼ Dj Ej values and, for instance, we have

DL þ ¼ DL þ EL þ A þ C,
JZL þ J2 ¼ JW þ XL þ J2 ¼ A2DL þ þJXL þ J2 ,
with similar formulae holding for the corresponding L  values.
Moreover, if we take, say, L ¼ L + , then Wu ¼ W and, therefore,
Euj ¼ Ej and Bu ¼ B; for the other values we have








Duj ¼ Wu þ  Xj ¼ ð1l ÞW þ  Xj þ l XL þ  Xj ¼ ð1l ÞDj þ l XL þ  Xj ,
2

 2

2



 2



2

Au ¼ JWu þ J ¼ ð1l Þ JW þ J þ 2l ð1l ÞW þ  XL þ þðl Þ JXL þ J
¼ ð1l Þ2 A þ 2l ð1l ÞDL þ þðl Þ2 JXL þ J2 ,












Cu ¼ Wu þ  Wu ¼ ð1l ÞW þ  W þ l XL þ  W ¼ ð1l ÞC þ l EL þ :
Similar formulae hold when L ¼ L  (see [5] for more details)
and it is clear that everything can be extended to a kernel setting
where a dot product X  Xu is replaced by a kernel operation kðx,xuÞ.
Moreover, each iteration of the kernel GSK algorithm will require
N kernel operations to update either the D or E caches, another
one to update either A or B and, ﬁnally, another one to compute
the denominator in l.
Although simple and easy to implement, the standard GSK
algorithm may have a rather slow convergence. In Ref. [12] a
Minkowski version of GSK that updates the current W using both
XL 7 patterns, alleviates this drawback, although essentially
doubling the number of kernel operations per iteration, as then
both the Dj and Ej coefﬁcients have to be updated. However, a still
better option is the MDM algorithm that we describe next.

Iþ

Iþ

I

i

X
X
yi aui ¼
yi ai þ yU lU þ yL lL ¼ yU lU þ yL lL :
0¼
i

which we achieve in principle by choosing the L 7 ,U 7 indices as
L þ ¼ argminfW  Xj g,

U þ ¼ argmaxfW  Xj g,

L ¼ argmaxfW  Xj g,

U  ¼ argminfW  Xj g:

Iþ

Iþ

I

It is clear now that D þ r0 and D Z0 but, as we shall argue in
Section 4.3, at least one of them will be non-zero if we have not
arrived at an optimal W and, as a consequence, our L 7 ,U 7
choices will guarantee descent directions. We ﬁnally select
L ¼ L þ ,U ¼ U þ and D ¼ D þ if jD þ j4 D and L ¼ L ,U ¼ U  and
D ¼ D otherwise.
However, these choices still must be slightly reﬁned. Notice
that since the Wu updates can be written as Wu ¼ W þ lyL XL 
lyU XU , the new multipliers are

auL ¼ aL þ l, auU ¼ aU l, auj ¼ aj otherwise:
In particular, auL 4 aL and auU o aU . Thus aU must be 40 to
begin with, and we must reﬁne the previous U 7 choices to
U þ ¼ argmaxfW  Xj : aj 40g,
Iþ

U  ¼ argminfW  Xj : aj 4 0g:
I

l ¼ minfl,1aL , aU g:

Wu ¼ W þ lL yL ðXL XU Þ ¼ W þ lL yL ZL,U ,
where now we set Zi,j ¼ Xi  Xj. Thus, writing l ¼ lL , JWuJ2 is
again a function F of l and it follows that

FðlÞ ¼ JWuJ2 ¼ JWJ2 þ 2lyL W  ZL,U þ l2 JZL,U J2 ,
FuðlÞ ¼ 2ðyL W  ZL,U þ lJZL,U J2 Þ;
in particular, writing now D ¼ W  ZL,U ¼ W  XL W  XU , we have
Fuð0Þ ¼ 2yL D and JWuJ2 will decrease provided we ﬁnd two
vectors XL, XU such that yL D o 0. As done before, solving
FuðlÞ ¼ 0 gives the optimal values

D
2

,

lU ¼ lL ¼ yL

JZL,U J

D
JZL,U J

2

;

ð5Þ

notice that l 4 0 when ZL,U deﬁnes a descent direction and it
follows easily that
JWuJ2 ¼ JWJ2 

D2
JZL,U J2

:

ð7Þ

ð8Þ

It is clear that the MDM algorithm can also be expressed in
terms of dot products and, thus, can be easily extended to a kernel
setting. For an efﬁcient implementation we have to cache now a
vector D with the inner products Dj ¼ W  Xj from which we can
easily compute the required values of D and l. The D vector is
updated as


It follows from the second equation that yU lU ¼ yL lL and
since the ﬁrst one gives lU ¼ lL , we must also have yU ¼ yL. As a
consequence, the update becomes

lL ¼ l ¼ yL

I

auL r 1 and auU Z 0; this implies that we must take a l such that

The standard MDM algorithm [4,11] uses two pattern vectors
XU, XL to update the current weight W to another one of the form
Wu ¼ W þ lL yL XL þ lU yU XU . The restrictions on the ai imply
X
X
aui ¼ ai þ lU þ lL ¼ 2 þ lU þ lL ,
2¼

i

D þ ¼ minfW  Xj gmaxfW  Xj g, D ¼ maxfW  Xj gminfW  Xj g,

Moreover, the l value in (5) must be adequately clipped so that

2.2. The MDM algorithm

i

Ignoring the JZL,U J2 denominator, the norm decrease will now
be approximately largest if we maximize jDj. Since we want
yL D o 0 to hold, we have to make sure that D o 0 if yL ¼ 1 and that
D 4 0 if yL ¼  1. Writing I 7 ¼ fi : yi ¼ 71g, we may meet these
requirements by simply selecting

I





609

ð6Þ



Duj ¼ Wu  Xj ¼ ðW þ yL l ðXL XU ÞÞ  Xj ¼ Dj þ yL l ðXL  Xj XU  Xj Þ,
with a cost of 2N kernel operations per iteration. While being
twice the cost of a GSK iteration, this is more than compensated
since MDM requires a much lower total number of iterations.
Once more, notice that in the preceding we compute four
indices L 7 , U 7 but use only two of them. As it was the case with
the GSK algorithm, this may suggest to replace the standard MDM
update by a Minkowski-like one in which all the four vectors XL 7 ,
XU 7 are used. However, this also doubles the number of kernel
operations to be done at each iteration and, at least in our
experiments, there is no advantage over the standard MDM
algorithm. We turn now our attention to NPP algorithms for
reduced convex hulls.

3. Algorithms for NPP over reduced convex hulls
For 0 o m r 1 we shall denote by Cm ðAÞ the mreduced convex
hull (RCH) of a set A, i.e.,
8
<X
X
aj Xj : Xj A A,0 r aj r m, aj ¼ 1g:
Cm ðAÞ ¼
:
j

j
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It is clear that the GSK updates will keep a weight vector W 7
in Cm ðS 7 Þ provided we make sure the updating patterns XL 7 are
also in Cm ðS 7 Þ. However, the choices of the L 7 indices given in
the preceding section make this unlikely. To overcome this, we
observe that the GSK XL 7 patterns are in fact extreme points of
the positive and negative class convex hulls. The papers [5] by
Mavroforakis et al. and [6] by Tao et al. suggest to replace these
standard GSK updating patterns by extreme sample vectors X^ L 7
of the mreduced convex hulls giving the largest norm decreases,
which here means selecting
L þ ¼ argminfW  X^ : X^ A EðS þ Þg,

L ¼ argmaxfW  X^ : X^ A EðS  Þg,

where EðS 7 Þ denote the extreme points of the mreduced convex
hulls.
To avoid a costly combinatorial characterization of these
extreme points, in [5] the authors give a thorough discussion of
the geometrical properties of reduced convex hulls Cm ðS 7 Þ,
showing that the extreme points are precisely of the form
P
X^ ¼ m Kk ¼ 1 X~ pk þ sX~ pK þ 1 , with K ¼ b1=mc, s ¼ 1K m, and proposing a simple way to select the appropriate X^ L 7 . In it, one ﬁrst
separately sorts the subsets D þ ¼ fDj ¼ W  Xj : yj ¼ 1g in ascending order and D ¼ fDj ¼ W  Xj : yj ¼ 1g in descending order and
then renumber them according to these sortings, denoting by I 7
the associated index sets and by X~ j the patterns thus renumbered;
i.e., X~ 1 with 1 A I þ corresponds to the pattern with the smallest
dot product W  X~ j , yj ¼ 1 and X~ 1 with 1 now in I  corresponds to
the pattern with the largest dot product W  X~ j , yj ¼  1. We
consider next two possible updating vectors
X^ þ ¼ m

K
X

X~ k þ sX~ K þ 1 ,

X^  ¼ m

k¼1

K
X

X~ ku þ sX~ K þ 1 ,

ku ¼ 1

where the indices for X^ þ are taken from I þ , those for X^  from I 
and, as before, we have K ¼ b1=mc and s ¼ 1K m. Clearly
X^ 7 A Cm ðS 7 Þ and, as shown in [5], they are the extreme points
giving a largest norm decrease. As in standard GSK, we compute
then D þ ¼ W  ðX^ þ W þ Þ, D ¼ W  ðX^  W Þ. If, in analogy to
what was done before, we use the notations yL ¼ + 1, DL ¼ D þ and
X^ L ¼ X^ þ when jD þ j 4 D , and yL ¼  1, DL ¼ D and X^ L ¼ X^ 
when jD þ jo D , the W update can be written as Wu ¼ W þ
l yL ðX^ L WyL Þ with the optimal l being given by
(
)

DL



l ¼ min 1,yL

JWyL X^ L J2

:

ð9Þ

We shall argue in Section 4.3 that the X^ 7 choices ensure that

D þ o 0 or D 4 0. Thus, we also have here l 4 0 and obtain a

Turning our attention to the extension of the MDM algorithm
to the RCH setting, a ﬁrst option along the previous lines would be
to choose the U 7 indices as
U þ ¼ argmaxfW  X^ j : X^ j A EðS þ Þ, a^ j 4 0g,
U  ¼ argminfW  X^ j : X^ j A EðS  Þ, a^ j 40g,
where now a^ j denote the X^ j coefﬁcient in the W expansion.
However, this last condition is hard to check as there is no simple
way of keeping track of the a^ j coefﬁcients. To overcome this, Tao
et al. propose in [7] an MDM extension to mNPP where we
choose X^ L 7 as in mGSK and X~ U 7 as in standard MDM, and
compute D 7 ¼ W  ðX^ 7 X~ U 7 Þ. Using again the notations yL ¼
+1, U ¼ U + , DL ¼ D þ and X^ L ¼ X^ þ when jD þ j 4 D and yL ¼ 1,
U ¼ U  , DL ¼ D and X^ L ¼ X^  when jD þ jo D , the W updates are
now Wu ¼ W þ lyL ðX^ L X~ U Þ, with the optimal l being, in principle,
given by

l ¼ yL

DL
JX^ L X~ U J2

:

ð10Þ

The new multipliers become

auk ¼ ak þ lm, 1 rk r K,
auK þ 1 ¼ aK þ 1 þ ls,
auU ¼ aU l,
auj ¼ aj otherwise,
and some aj selection and l clipping may therefore have to be
applied.
However, this choice is not problem free, as Fig. 1 shows,
where we are taking m ¼ 12, assume the negative hull to be reduced
to the 0 point and have for some a:
W¼

a
2

ðX1 þ X2 Þ þ

1a
1
a
1a
ðX2 þ X3 Þ ¼ X2 þ X1 þ
X3 :
2
2
2
2

It can be easily checked that X^ L ¼ 12 ðX1 þX2 Þ and X~ U ¼ X3 . The
algorithm’s update would then be
Wu ¼ W þ lðX^ L X~ U Þ
for some l 4 0, which is clearly not feasible, as we would have
then au2 ¼ 12 þ l for some positive l, i.e., au2 4 12. In other words,
the optimal point 12 ðX1 þ X2 Þ would not be attained since the
algorithm gets stuck in the current estimate W. Note also that,
however, GSK would indeed progress from W to X^ L in a single
iteration.

descent direction.
The resulting algorithm, which we will call mGSK from now
on, is shown in [5] to converge to good models and, as illustrated
in [12], its Minkowski variant, where both X~ 7 are used, has a
faster convergence. On the other hand, the required sorting of the
dot products adds typically an O(N log N) complexity to that of
standard GSK. Moreover, in a kernel setting we have also to
consider the cost of each updating step. In fact, assume that we
update W with X^ þ . Then, as in standard GSK, we update the Dj
cache as


Duj ¼ Wu þ  X~ j ¼ ð1l ÞW þ  X~ j þ l X^ þ  X~ j




¼ ð1l ÞDj þ l m

K
X


X~ k  X~ j þ l sX~ K þ 1  X~ j

k¼1

and the Ej one similarly. It is thus clear that these updates will
require at least KN kernel operations per iteration, i.e., about K
times the cost of the previous GSK update. If K is large (i.e., m
small), this may be prohibitive when the kernel matrix cannot be
cached and still very costly even if it is so.

Fig. 1. Example of a situation where Tao’s MDM extension stalls without ﬁnding
the optimum (the lowest vertex of the reduced hull with m ¼ 12). The direction
chosen by the algorithm ðX^ L X~ U Þ is clearly infeasible for the point W, which is a
suboptimal estimate of W  ¼ X^ L .
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Even if this last situation does not arise in a concrete
experiment, it is again clear that, besides the cost of the sortings
that are also required here, the updates of the algorithm in [7],
that we will call mMDM, will require at least (K + 1)N kernel
operations per iteration, i.e., (K +1)/2 times that of the previous
MDM update. Once again, this may be prohibitive for large K. To
alleviate this we consider next two simple extensions to mNPP of
the standard GSK and MDM algorithms in which we simply clip

the updating factor l so that the new coefﬁcients remain r m.
While not effective for the GSK algorithm, we shall see that the
resulting ‘‘clipped’’ MDM algorithm solves mNPP much more
efﬁciently than either the mGSK or the mMDM algorithms just
discussed.

4. Clipped algorithms for lNPP
4.1. Clipped GSK and MDM algorithms
We ﬁrst notice that the bounds 0 r ai r m that mNPP places
on the ai multipliers are formally very similar to the constraints
0 r ai r C that linear penalty SVM with coefﬁcient C places on the
feasible solutions of its dual problem. The relationship between
mNPP and SVM is well known (see for instance [8] or [9]) and
there is a clear formal similarity between MDM and the well
known SMO algorithm for SVM training. However, the various
SMO implementations for linear penalty SVM just clip adequately
the a updates of the penalty-free case so that the a bounds are
met and it is thus natural to consider whether simply clipping the
standard GSK and MDM updates would result in effective
algorithms for mNPP.
We begin the discussion with the GSK algorithm. Let XL be the
updating vector chosen in Section 2. Recall that the resulting
coefﬁcient updates are aui ¼ ð1lÞai þ ldiL for yi ¼ yL and ai u ¼ ai
otherwise, and we clearly have 0 r ai u r ai r m if ia L. However, if
i ¼ L the update becomes aL u ¼ ð1lÞaL þ l ¼ aL þ ð1aL Þl and for
auL to be r m, we must use a l value such that


maL
l ¼ min l,
,
ð11Þ
1aL
with l given by (3). Moreover, it is also clear that we cannot
consider Xi patterns with ai ¼ m as updating candidates. Thus, we
must also reﬁne the previous L 7 choices as
L þ ¼ argminfW  Xi : yi ¼ 1,W  Xi o W  W þ , ai o mg,
L ¼ argmaxfW  Xj : yj ¼ 1,W  Xj 4 W  W , aj o mg;

ð12Þ

recall that the W  Xi o W  W þ and W  Xj 4W  W conditions
are needed so that we obtain descent directions. We will call the
resulting algorithm mclipGSK. The algorithm clearly stays in the
reduced convex hulls if it starts there and the cost in kernel
operations of a mclipGSK update is now N, the same of standard
GSK and much smaller than that of the mGSK, as discussed in the
previous section.
Turning our attention to the MDM algorithm, since it only
increases the aL þ and aL coefﬁcients, in a mRCH setting we can
simply keep our previous U 7 choices in (7) and reﬁne the L 7
choices as
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select the ﬁnal l value as

l ¼ min yL

!

D

, maL , aU :
JZL,U J2

ð14Þ

Again, the algorithm, which we call mclipMDM, clearly stays
in the reduced convex hulls if it starts there and the cost in kernel
operations of a mClipMDM update is now 2N, the same of
standard MDM and much smaller than that of the mMDM
variant of the previous section.
It is therefore clear that mClipGSK and mClipMDM offer
simple algorithms that potentially may solve mNPP. However, as
we shall see next over a concrete example, this is not the case for
mClipGSK, whose training may get stuck far away from an
optimal weight. On the other hand, we will show that
mClipMDM is not affected by these problems and, as we shall
see, is much faster than the mGSK and mMDM alternatives.
4.2. A concrete example
When applying the index L selection in the mclipGSK
algorithm, there is the obvious risk that the right-hand side index
sets in (12) be empty. How this may happen is shown in Fig. 2,
where a convex hull formed by four vectors is depicted. We
assume m ¼ 12, W  ¼ (0, 0), W ¼ W þ ¼ 12 ðX1 þ X4 Þ to be the point
at the center of the convex hull (which obviously also lies inside
the reduced hull) and the ai coefﬁcients of the four Xi points being
the ones shown in the ﬁgure. It is clear that the only possible
choices for XL would be the points X2 and X3 with a zero

coefﬁcient, but for them W  Xi ¼ W  W þ and the choice of l in

(11) results in l ¼ 0 and Wu ¼ W. Thus, no decrease in JWJ2 is
achieved, no updating vector could then be found and mclipGSK
would be stuck at a clearly wrong W weight, as the optimal one is
given by 12 X4 þ 14 ðX2 þ X3 Þ. We performed some experiments and
while this condition never happened numerically, the convergence of mclipGSK was quite slow and sometimes led to poor
models.
On the other hand, we observe that the previously described
situation does not hamper the progress of the mclipMDM
algorithm. In fact, notice that under the assumptions made
before, we have U + ¼ 1 but we cannot choose L + ¼ 4 since
a4 ¼ 12 ¼ m. Thus we take now, say, L + ¼ 2 to arrive at
Wu ¼ W þ lðX2 X1 Þ; moreover, writing P ¼ X1  X2 we have

l¼

W  ðX2 X1 Þ
JX2 X1 J2

¼

W P
JPJ2

¼

JWJ
cosf,
JPJ

with f the angle between W and P. It follows from (14) that




JWJ
JWJ
1 1
cosf, ma2 , a1 ¼ min
cosf, ,
:
l ¼ min
JPJ
JPJ
2 2

L þ ¼ argminfW  Xj : yj ¼ 1, aj o mg,
j

L ¼ argmaxfW  Xj : yj ¼ 1, aj o mg:

ð13Þ

j

Now we make our ﬁnal L, U and D choices as done for standard

MDM. Moreover, since we must have auL ¼ aL þ l r m and

auU ¼ aU l Z 0 after the optimal L, U have been chosen, we must

Fig. 2. Example of a situation where mclipGSK stalls without ﬁnding the
optimum, as any movement towards the two possible choices for XL (either X2 or
X3) would produce an increase of the norm JWJ.
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In this case we would like l ¼ 12, i.e., l Z 12, so that we get rid of
X1. This will be now the case if JWJcosf Z JPJ=2. If, however,
l o 12, here again X1 will stay and the convergence will go on
although perhaps more slowly. In any case, contrary to the GSK
situation, the procedure does not stop. In fact, and as a
consequence of our discussion in the following section, it will
turn out that the clipped MDM algorithm will not get stuck at
non-optimal W vectors.
4.3. An optimality condition for mRCH NPP
It is well known [8] that NPP for mRCH (2) can be written as
the dual of a particular primal problem. More precisely, consider
for a sample S ¼ fðXi ,yi Þ : yi ¼ 71,1 ri rNg and a ﬁxed m the
following quadratic programming problem:
X
1
ð15Þ
min JWJ2 g þ r þ m xi
W, g, r, x 2
i
subject to the restrictions xi Z0,W  Xi Z gxi when yi ¼ 1 and
W  Xi r r þ xi when yi ¼  1. Then standard Lagrangian computations can be applied to show that (2) is the dual of (15) (see [8] for
more details). Moreover, the KKT conditions for (2) at optimum

values W  , g , r , x , a are

ai ðW   Xi g þ xi Þ ¼ 0 when yi ¼ 1,


xi Þ ¼ 0

ai ðW   Xi r

ð16Þ

when yi ¼ 1,

ð17Þ



ðmai Þxi ¼ 0:

ð18Þ


Assume yi ¼ 1; if ai o m it follows from (18) that xi ¼ 0 and,
hence, from the feasibility conditions on W*, that W   Xi Z g . On

the other hand, if ai 40, then (16) gives W   Xi ¼ g xi r g . In
other words, if we deﬁne
bUþ ðWÞ ¼ maxfW  Xi : yi ¼ 1, ai 4 0g,
bLþ ðWÞ ¼ minfW  Xi : yi ¼ 1, ai o mg
at an optimum W* we must have bUþ ðW  Þ rbLþ ðW  Þ. When yi ¼
1, a similar reasoning shows that W   Xi r r when ai o m, and
W   Xi Z r when ai 4 0. Thus, deﬁning now

(BC), Thyroid (Th), Flare (F), Splice (S), Image (I), German (G),
Banana (B), Twonorm (Tw), Ringnorm (R) and Waveform (W). In
particular, we have used in each problem the train-test splits
given in that reference (100 for each dataset except for Image and
Splice, where only 20 splits are given). Table 1 contains for each
dataset the pattern dimensions, the training and test data sizes
and the test accuracies reported in [13] and computed on the
corresponding splits with a RBF kernel and the C and s values also
shown in Table 1.
In our RCH experiments we have kept the table’s s2 values and
derived the m values from the SVM C parameters as follows. In
o
[14] it is shown that if Wo and xi are the optimal values for a
lineal penalty SVM problem with a C parameter, then
W  ¼ 2W o =r is the optimal solution for a mRCH NPP problem,
with r and m given as

r ¼ JW o J2 þ C

X

xoi , m ¼

2C

r

:

ð19Þ

Note that for a given C, the corresponding m depends also on
the optimal solution and, ultimately, on the partition used. Thus, a
different m value would be obtained for each one of the train–test
splits. To arrive at a single m value for a given problem, we have
applied the above equality over all the training splits, after the
SMO algorithm has been executed using the parameters in Table 1
and stopped as soon as the KKT maximal violation is less than
10  6 (see [14]).
The m value ﬁnally selected is the minimum of the m values
given by (19) over each training split of a given dataset. When this
minimum value is too small for a given split, that is, when
m o mmin ¼ minf1=N þ ,1=N  g, it is set to mmin . Similarly, if this
minimum value is greater than 1, i.e., if the training splits are
actually linearly separable, it is then set to m ¼ 1; this is the case of
the Ringnorm dataset for which a quite large C ¼ 109 value is
given in Table 1. The values ﬁnally obtained for the parameter m
are also reported in Table 1.
In all our experiments we have started the algorithms at the
barycenter of the training hulls and used as stopping criterion the
same than in [5] for GSK, that is, when

b
L ðWÞ ¼ maxfW  Xi : yi ¼ 1, ai o mg,
b
U ðWÞ ¼ minfW  Xi : yi ¼ 1, ai 40g,

fyi W  ðXi W 8 Þg r eJWJ,
JWJ2 min
7




we must have now b
L ðW Þ r bU ðW Þ.
On the other hand, if the current W is not optimal, either

bUþ ðWÞ 4bLþ ðWÞ or b
L ðWÞ 4 bU ðWÞ or both must hold. Notice that
7
7
the L and U choices in (7) and (13) imply

where we use an e ¼ 105 tolerance for all datasets. Since mGSK
is a rather costly algorithm, we also establish a maximum number
of 105 iterations to be done if the above criterion is not met.

bLþ ðWÞ ¼ W  XL þ ,

b
L ðWÞ ¼ W  XL ,

bUþ ðWÞ ¼ W  XU þ ,

b
U ðWÞ ¼ W  XU  ,


and, moreover, D þ ¼ bLþ bUþ and D ¼ b
L bU . Thus, if W is not
optimal, the L, U choices of clipped MDM guarantee that we will
have yL D o0 for the ﬁnal choice of D and, hence, that they provide
a descent direction. In other words, contrary to what the previous
example shows for clipped GSK, clipped MDM will not get stuck at
a non-optimal W. Moreover, this same reasoning can be used to
show that the index choices in the standard GSK and MDM
algorithms provide descent directions and the same is true for
mGSK, since it is equivalent to standard GSK in the reduced hull.

5. Numerical experiments
In this section we will compare the performance of the mGSK
and mClipMDM algorithms on the 13 G. Rätsch’s benchmark
datasets [13]: Titanic (T), Heart (H), Diabetes (D), Breast Cancer

iAI

Table 1
Number of dimensions, training and test patterns, together with the accuracies (in
%) reported in G. Rätsch’s benchmark for an SVM with the RBF kernel and the
reported hyperparameters.
Set

Dim

NTr

NTe

SVM err.

C

s2

RCH m

T
H
D
BC
Th
F
S
I
G
B
Tw
R
W

3
13
8
9
5
9
60
18
20
2
20
20
21

150
170
468
200
140
666
1000
1300
700
400
400
400
400

2051
100
300
77
75
400
2175
1010
300
4900
7000
7000
4600

22.4 7 1.0
16.0 7 3.3
23.5 7 1.7
26.0 7 4.7
4.8 7 2.2
32.4 7 1.8
10.9 7 0.7
3.07 0.6
23.6 7 2.1
11.5 7 0.7
3.07 0.2
1.7 7 1.1
9.9 7 0.4

5.0
3.2
1.0
15.2
10.0
1.0
1000.0
500.0
3.2
316.2
3.2
109
1.0

2.0
120.0
20.0
50.0
3.0
30.0
70.0
30.0
55.0
1.0
40.0
10.0
20.0

0.0222
0.0232
0.0074
0.0181
0.1456
0.0041
0.7029
0.0214
0.0053
0.0215
0.0416
1.0000
0.0138

The m values used for the RCH experiments are also shown.
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We have compared the resulting models over four different
performance measures. The ﬁrst two ones are the accuracy of the
ﬁnal classiﬁers obtained and the number of support vectors (SVs),
i.e., sample patterns Xi for which the optimal ai coefﬁcients are
not zero. Recall that a large number of SVs may make quite slow
the application of the classiﬁer to new unseen patterns. The
second pair of performance values are the number of iterations
and of kernel operations required to meet the above stopping
criterion.
Table 2 gives the average and standard deviations of the errors
and the number of support vectors of the ﬁnal models obtained by
the two algorithms. As it can be seen, the classiﬁcation errors are
in general very similar and a Wilcoxon rank-sum test fails to ﬁnd
any signiﬁcant differences at the 10% level for the mGSK or
mClipMDM methods. Regarding support vectors, in general,
mClipMDM arrives to models with less support vectors than
mGSK. This is natural since mClipMDM can get rid of
unnecessary support vectors in a single iteration by making
aU ¼ 0. This is not possible for mGSK, where unnecessary support
vectors can only be asymptotically removed.
Regarding the computational burden, Table 3 reports the
number of iterations and kernel operations required to meet the
stopping criterion. It can be seen that mClipMDM requires less
iterations for all datasets except Heart and Diabetes. However,
when kernel operations are considered, mClipMDM is clearly
superior, something to be expected, as one mGSK iteration
requires about 1=m kernel operations, while a mClipMDM one

requires basically 2. As mentioned, an improvement for standard
mGSK is given in [12] and called Minkowski GSK, as it
simultaneously updates the W + and W . Standard and Minkowski GSK performances are compared in [12] for the Diabetes,
Flare, German, Banana, Heart and Waveform datasets. On the ﬁrst
two problems Minkowski GSK requires more kernel operations
than standard GSK but it has a better behavior in the other
datasets, particularly on the Heart problem, where it needs about
150 times less kernel operations. On the other datasets it needs
between 1.34 and 8.15 less operations. On the other hand, and it
can be seen in Table 3, mClipMDM requires between 20 and 390
less kernel operations than mGSK on these datasets, clearly an
improvement superior than that of Minkowski mGSK for all
datasets except Heart. In short, these results show that
mClipMDM is in general a more efﬁcient algorithm to solve the
NPP problem for mRCHs, as it gives sparser models, usually
requires less iterations and performs a much lower number of
kernel operations.
We ﬁnally point out that we also performed the same
experiments above using the mMDM algorithm. In computational terms, its behavior lies between that of mClipMDM and of
mGSK, something to be expected, as it can get rid of wrong
support vectors more efﬁciently than GSK (and, thus, converge
faster) but also requires about 1=m kernel operations per iteration,
much more in general than mClipMDM. However, the mMDM
test accuracies were signiﬁcantly worse on the Splice, Image,
Banana and Ringnorm datasets, where mMDM convergence
seems to stall at suboptimal points.

Table 2
Averages and standard deviations of the test errors (in %) and number of support
vectors for the mGSK and mClipMDM algorithms.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Set

mGSK

mClipMDM

mGSK

mClipMDM

T
H
D
BC
Th
F
S
I
G
B
Tw
R
W

22.7 7 0.6
15.9 7 3.2
23.7 7 1.8
27.7 7 4.7
4.5 7 2.0
32.8 7 1.6
10.77 0.7
3.1 7 0.7
23.9 7 2.0
10.77 0.5
2.9 7 0.2
1.7 7 0.1
9.8 7 0.4

22.7 7 0.7
15.9 7 3.2
23.6 7 1.8
27.6 7 4.9
4.57 2.0
32.9 7 1.6
10.87 0.6
3.27 0.6
23.8 7 2.1
10.77 0.5
2.97 0.2
1.77 0.1
9.87 0.4

135.5 7 12.3
104.8 7 6.5
303.3 7 7.4
157.1 7 9.5
42.3 7 7.4
608.1 7 26.9
989.4 7 46.2
363.3 7 14.2
465.4 7 14.3
151.5 7 7.4
103.4 7 5.9
400.07 0.0
209.6 7 10.3

124.2 75.9
91.8 71.5
281.4 72.4
121.9 75.0
30.2 75.1
529.1 76.8
629.2 713.7
179.3 78.8
414.5 77.7
109.3 73.2
78.5 74.4
152.4 711.0
173.3 74.6

Table 3
Averages and standard deviations of the number of iterations and kernel
operations (the former in thousands and the latter in millions) for the mGSK
and mClipMDM algorithms.
Set

mGSK

mClipMDM

mGSK

mClipMDM

T
H
D
BC
Th
F
S
I
G
B
Tw
R
W

18.1 719.9
0.18 70.09
0.17 70.08
1.0 70.7
13.3 74.2
2.0 70.9
100.0 70.0
70.8 77.9
1.0 70.4
8.9 712.2
5.6 71.3
100.0 70.0
1.1 70.4

0.097 0.02
0.19 7 0.01
0.49 7 0.02
0.37 0.1
0.26 7 0.06
0.67 0.06
2.5 7 0.2
22.2 7 4.6
0.85 7 0.08
1.9 7 2.1
0.57 0.03
0.54 7 0.02
0.45 7 0.02

184.5 7 198.6
2.0 7 1.1
17.4 7 7.7
17.6 7 12.6
14.2 7 4.5
578.3 7 247.2
200.6 7 0.0
4635.37 515.6
198.4 7 76.7
205.2 7 283.0
63.0 7 14.6
40.2 7 0.0
45.0 7 14.1

0.0277 0.007
0.0647 0.004
0.467 0.02
0.137 0.04
0.0737 0.002
0.857 0.09
5.1 7 3.3
57.8 7 11.9
1.2 7 0.1
1.4 7 1.7
0.417 0.02
0.437 0.02
0.367 0.02

The classical GSK and MDM algorithms for the nearest point
problem (NPP) have been extended by Mavroforakis et al. and Tao
et al., respectively, to mNPP, i.e., NPP over mreduced convex
hulls (RCHs). Their key idea is to work with the extreme points of
the RCHs that can be written as concrete convex combinations of
the original sample patterns. While solving mNPP, these
extensions require ﬁrst to sort the cache of the dot products
between the current vector W and the sample patterns as well as
a potentially quite high number of kernel operations to update the
cache in a kernel setting. On the other hand, the MDM algorithm
is closely related to SMO, and linear penalty SVMs for non-linearly
separable samples can be shown to be equivalent to mNPP over
suitable RCHs. This suggests to explore the application to this
problem of simple clipped versions of the original GSK and MDM
algorithms that would have the obvious advantages of not
needing any sorting step and of requiring many less kernel
operations for cache updates.
We have done so in this paper, describing how a clipped GSK
algorithm may get stuck at non-optimal vectors and, thus, fail to
solve mNPP; this difﬁculty may also affect Tao et al.’s MDM
extension. However, using the KKT conditions for mNPP, we have
also shown that clipped MDM is not affected by this problem and
provides a simpler and easier to implement procedure. Moreover,
we have shown it to have, for similar accuracy values, a better
computational performance than that of the other GSK and MDM
extensions as it gives sparser models, usually requires less
iterations and performs a much lower number of kernel operations. In short, our results show that mClipMDM is the most
efﬁcient up-to-date algorithm to solve the NPP problem for
mRCHs.
On the other hand, we have shown in [14] that the MDM
algorithm can be seen as a version of the SMO algorithm in which
the two updating patterns must be taken in the same class. This
implies that SMO is a more general algorithm than MDM, and
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thus it is bound to be faster when solving SVM classiﬁcation,
something which is borne out experimentally in [14]. However,
devising efﬁcient algorithms to solve mNPP has an interest of its
own. First, this problem arises naturally in ﬁelds such as Robotics
or Computational Geometry [15] where an SVM formulation is
not appropriate. Moreover, the geometric component inherent to
mNPP sheds light on the behavior of MDM and, by extension,
SMO. For instance, this perspective suggests new ways to
accelerate both algorithms; as an example, such an improvement
based on zigzagging detection is proposed in [16].
We conclude with some pointers to further research. First we
observe that the clipping strategy followed for RCH-NPP might be
applicable in other, similar contexts. Bi and Bennett [17] present a
framework in which support vector regression [18] can be solved
through NPP and a clipping approach could also be useful in that
problem. Another question of interest is to prove the convergence
of clipped MDM. In [19] the authors have given a uniﬁed
framework to prove convergence of GSK, MDM and SMO for
linearly separable samples. Notice that reduced convex hulls are,
in fact, linearly separable and the convergence of the GSK
extension of Mavroforakis et al. follows from the results in [19];
they can also be seen as a ﬁrst step towards proving the
convergence of clipped MDM. Moreover, once convergence has
been established, another point of interest is the study of
convergence rates for clipped MDM. We are currently working
on these and other related topics.
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